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Dear SAIS Members,

As we wrap up the year 2023, we are thrilled to 
bring you a special December edition of our 
newsletter. The reason for this special edition is 
the remarkable event that unfolded in late 
November—the IUIS Conference hosted in the 
picturesque city of Cape Town. 

The South African Immunology Society extends 
its heartfelt gratitude to each member who 
attended this momentous gathering. Your 
enthusiastic participation and dedication to 
advancing the field of immunology were truly 
commendable. The conference provided an 
invaluable platform for sharing groundbreaking 
research, fostering collaboration, and promoting 
scientific excellence. 

We, as a community, stand stronger and more 
connected than ever. Thank you for making the 
IUIS Conference 2023 a resounding success. May 
this special edition serve as a reflection of the 
vibrant and dynamic spirit that defines our 
society. We also commend the conference 
planning and scientific committees. Your efforts 
to host this spectacular gathering will be 
remembered by many generations to come. 
Your are trail blazers. 

The next IUIS conference will be held in Vienna, 
in 2025, and we hope to see our members there!

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

See you next year!
With regards,
Dr. Clement Gascua
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IUIS COMMITTEE

Follow the link for a 
short clip from the 
opening ceremony!
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https://fb.watch/oMyJ96bU7h/?mibextid=RtaFA8
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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IUIS JUNIOR COMMUNITY
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IUIS MENARINI PRIZE
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https://fb.watch/oMz96cfmnM/?mibextid=RtaFA8
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See you in the new year!
The SAIS Newsletter Editorial Team

Editor
Dr. Clement Gascua

Co-Editors
Sashkia Balla

Thanusha Pillay

Co-Editors
Dr. Christine Mwenge Kahinda

Laura Bishop

IUIS PRESIDENT: DR. MIRIAM MERAD

From the bottom of their hearts, IUIS thanks all of the attendees, trainees, staff, 
and faculty who made it such a historic and memorable conference - the first ever 
IUIS conference in Africa.
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Follow the link for some 
parting words from the 
incredible IUIS President, 
Dr. Miriam Merad:

A huge THANK YOU 
to all who made 
#IUIS2023 happen! 

Those past 6 days 
were filled with 
phenomenal science, 
engagement with the 
local community and 
culture, as well as the 
extensive networking.

https://fb.watch/oMxasnUbiQ/?mibextid=RtaFA8

